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I hope the Jewish year 5772 is off to a wonderful start for you. Did you have the opportunity
to participate in a seudah, a festive meal, for Rosh Hashana? I hope so. Most serious
accounts, and countless popular jokes, insist that food is central to Judaism and our holiday
celebrations. I’m sure you’ve heard some version of the famous tongue-in-cheek summary of
all Jewish holidays: “They tried to kill us, we survived, let’s eat.” While our calendar actually
guides us through an impressively rich and varied range of spiritual, historical and naturebased themes, the joke nonetheless accurately highlights a genuine, widespread Jewish
attention to eating.
This month we prepare for a cycle of great contrasts on the culinary front. On Yom Kippur
many Jews will fast and abstain from food entirely. Starting four days later, on Sukkot, we
begin the feast of Sukkot, a holiday so great that our ancient sages referred to it simply as
“THE Festival” Rabbi Arthur Waskow compared Yom Kippur to a single, long, pre-meal
blessing, preceding the very extensive meal of Sukkot.
For thousands of years, our traditions have placed great emphasis on what we eat, and on
the possibility that food can positively nourish our bodies, our souls, and the planet itself.
We call the key elements of ongoing Jewish dietary practice ‘kashrut.’ The related word
‘kosher,’ of course, refers to the practice of, or efforts to uphold, Jewish dietary principles.
Many of us unfortunately use the word ‘kosher’ only as a binary, black-and-white term that
tends to hide some of Judaism’s rich resources. In other words, many Jews typically say that
they either ‘keep kosher’ or they don’t. This absolute distinction blocks a spectrum of
possible practices that can change over time to gain new relevance. I want to challenge this
narrow usage and expand to a broader use with a full range of color, possibility, and
relevance. In kashrut, as in other areas of Jewish life, Reconstructionism encourages us to
draw upon the key categories and symbols (‘sancta’) from the past, such as kashrut, and
apply them in new ways, as needed, with a broad range of possible adherence. Our kosher
practices need not be the same as that of our great-grandparents.
Most of us can understand some element of our eating in terms of Jewish dietary principles.
For example, do you maintain food-related practices for the purpose of promoting health,
spiritual well being, worker justice, or environmental sustainability? All of these goals fall
within the considerations of kashrut from the classical Jewish past. If your approach reflects
these concerns with regularity then I encourage you to think of your efforts as within the
spectrum of ‘kosher’ practice. Accordingly, a recent survey indicated that 34% of
Reconstructionist households consider themselves to keep kosher in some form. This
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Rabbi’s Message (continued)
(Continued from page 1)

percentage exceeds that found in the Conservative and Reform movements. While we
most likely do not shop from kosher butchers or keep multiple sets of dishes in a higher
percentage than our Conservative counterparts, our approach to Judaism enables and
encourages us to maintain a broad view of what kosher might entail.
Eating constitutes one of the great areas of Jewish practice. This topic fits
perfectly into Oseh Shalom’s annual chosen theme for 5772, “Have I
Practiced Being Jewish Today?” Please note that this year I will give ten
drashot, or talks, connected to this theme. Every drash will occur during our
Erev Shabbat service. I will dedicate each talk to an individual area of Jewish
practice. As the date approaches I'll announce a more specific title, focusing
an some intriguing, inspiring or debate-worthy issue within that area of
modern Jewish life. One of the talks, on June 8th, will focus especially on
eating and kashrut. Please find the complete schedule of these talks and
general topics elsewhere in this issue of The Shalom.
Connected to the yearly theme--and also to the topics of kashrut, eating and dietary
practice--later this month I’ll also teach a four session class entitled “Torah of the Body:
Breath, Movement, Touch, Taste & Stillness”. Participants in this class will examine and
discuss texts and ideas that help us to undo the often assumed opposition of body and
soul. We will explore Jewish routes toward embodied physical practices of eating,
meditation, exercise, sleep, fasting and more. We will use the book "God in Your Body:
Kabbalah, Mindfulness and Embodied Spiritual Practice" by Jay Michaelson as a guide
text. I’ll teach the class on four Sunday mornings (Oct. 30, Nov. 6, 13, & 20), from 1011:30 AM.
I hope that you can join me for this class, for my Friday evening talks and for many other
upcoming events and programs at Oseh Shalom. In the meantime, may you have a
meaningful Yom Kippur, an easy fast, and a wonderful, enjoyable feast of Sukkor. May our
cycles of eating, harvesting, cooking, and fasting provide us with enjoyment, connection,
and conemplation. May they help to nourish our bodies, souls, and the planet.
Shalom,
Rabbi Doug Heifetz

Yom Kippur afternoon text study
3:45 - 4:45 PM: Pass an hour of fasting in text study with Heidi Rhodes. The topic is "Transition: your first
reaction doesn't have to be your last."
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President’s Report
La Shana Tova tikatevu.
Once again, it's a New Year. How did you celebrate and commemorate? Did you
rejoice with family, friends and good food? Were you overwhelmed by complex
plans and sophisticated preparations? Did you allow yourself time to reflect upon
the past year and consider the changes you'd like to make in the coming year? In
what ways was your experience of the Yamim Noraim a Jewish experience for you,
as opposed to simply a rite of passage or a chronological milestone? In what ways
was it a uniquely personal experience and in what ways was it a communal experience?
In some traditions fall is the time of "fall-ing" energy. The days grow shorter and we
physically and emotionally prepare ourselves for the deepening cold and lengthening darkness of winter. But in American culture we have a tendency to "rev up" in
autumn as we ready ourselves for a new school year. And there is of course no
longer any need to worry about waning daylight and frigid weather because we
have electricity and heat. Which means that it can be harder than ever to slow yourself down and use the Ten Days of Repentance, as well as subsequent fall holidays
like Sukkot, to foster growth, transformation and renewal. Indeed, some of us may
find ourselves feeling like we were shot out of the "cannon" of the Ten Days of Repentence and then suddenly and frantically trying to find the time to build, or even to
simply visit, a Sukkah.
Our temple's theme this year is "Have I Practiced Being Jewish Today?". We encourage you, as part of exploring and expanding upon that theme, to delineate one
activity that you engage in regularly and find a way to make it "Jewish" - you could
bring some Jewish awareness to it, you could illuminate it with some aspect of Jewish knowledge or perspective, you could consider it and perform it with thoughtful,
attentive Jewish mindfulness...it's entirely up to you. But in doing so you may be
surprised to discover what emerges and what develops when you take even a few
moments to bring the radiance of Judaism to bear on what might be a simple endeavor, a momentary undertaking, a familiar routine. Give it a try, and we can all
compare notes as our commitment to this compelling theme evolves in the coming
months.
Roberta Sacks
Karen Meckler
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Israel, Here We Come!
Are you going on the trip to Israel?
If so, please participate in the following activities:
a) Pre-Trip meeting on Sunday, October 30th at Oseh Shalom at 1 PM
b) Shabbat Lunch & Learn on Saturday, November 19th, at which we will discuss "Is
Peace Possible? A Review & Discussion of the Peace Process, Challenges & Opportunities"
c) Friday night services on December 2nd will include a special Traveler's Prayer for
our trip
d) Our Oneg Shabbat on January 6th, 2012 after services will include a photo swap
time

Tributes
To Lyle and Joanne
Wolinsky & family in
memory of Lyle’s
mother, Sophie
Leah and Patrick
Young
Myra and Brian
Snow
Pauline Pivowar

To Steve Lenet and
family
In memory of your
mother, Rhoda Lenet
Pauline Pivowar
To Margrit and
Maurice Assaraf
In honor of the birth
of your
granddaughter

Pauline Pivowar
Sisterhood, Oseh
Shalom
To Margrit Assaraf
wishing you a
speedy, pain-free
recovery from your
recent surgery
Judy Arnoff

We are Community

THE

Baruch Dayan Ha'Emet

Mazal Tov!

The congregation sends
its deepest sympathy and
condolences to Lyle
Wolinsky and the entire
Wolinsky family on the
recent death of Sylvia
(Sophie) Wolinsky, z''l,
mother of Lyle Wolinsky.

Mazal tov to Elliot Satin
on earning the distinction
of Certified Executive
Chef. The American
Culinary Federation
awards this prestigious
distinction to only a small
percentage of the best

SHALOM

chefs
in America.
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Shalom,
It’s the middle of summer and
Judy leaves work, pulling out
of the parking lot onto the
street, and stops at a
stoplight. Walking is a
middle-aged woman carrying
a sign stating
“GRANDMOTHER FACING
EVICTION-PLEASE HELP,
BLESS YOU”. She feels for
the woman but is not sure
how she can help.
As co-chair of the Social
Action/Community Services
committee, Judy recently
spoke with Shelly Kessler,
Laurel Advocacy and
Referral Service (LARS)
coordinator of the “Mini Walk
for the Homeless,” about
ways our community can aid
the homeless. Please help
our synagogue support this
non-profit organization that
provides counselors and
services to aid people in
crisis. The Fannie Mae
program, “Mini Walk for the
Homeless” is LARS’s largest
fundraiser; if they can get
3,000 students and adults to
register and walk, they will
receive $50,000 from Fannie
Mae. The mini walk includes
an educational activity about
the homeless and a 15
minute walk. The registration
fee is $20 for children and
$30 for adults, and includes a
tee-shirt. All funds go to
LARS.
Ms. Kessler noted that the
funds generated through the
mini walk are more important
than ever due to the
increasing number of people
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facing homelessness, first
losing their jobs and then
their homes. In addition,
Federal funding for non-profit
agencies is being reduced.
She even reported LARS
case workers are seeing an
increasing number of people
with Bachelor's and Master's
degrees seeking help.
Please register now and join
us for the Mini Walk for the
Homeless on October 30,
2011. Let’s show the
homeless we care and want
to help - contact Felicia
Dannick-Friedman
fldf65@gmail.com.

Mark your calendar for other
upcoming Social Action/
Community Services events
October 2- 8:30- noon - Help
save a life, donate blood.
Information and to sign up
contact Carolyn Makovi
cmakovi@gmail.com
October 16- 9:30- 2:00pmArts and Craft show- contact
Suzie Friedman
suzie.friedman@gmail.com
Serve at Elizabeth House
soup kitchen - 1st Monday of
the month (October 3,
November 7, and December
5). Shifts run 6-8pm. School
age children welcomed with
parents - contact Carolyn
Makovi cmakovi@gmail.com
Canned food drive for LARSon going throughout the year.
Please place donations in the

marked bins located in the
synagogue coat closet or
volunteer to deliver the food
to LARS.
Winter Haven shelter for the
homeless- We need
volunteers for January 22-29,
2012 (Women’s) and
February 19-26, 2012
(Men’s). Please contact
Eileen Hollander
ceholl5@comcast.net.
Judy Swanner and Linda
Bergofsky
Social Action and Community
Services Co-Chairs
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Bang, Spray, Squeeze, Twist, Roll
No it’s not the latest in aerobic
classes; OK, maybe it is. Those
were the sounds of Habitat for
Oseh, our annual effort to spruce
up Oseh. Next time you’re at the
building, take a moment to
notice the following before you
walk in:
Fresh yellow curb paint in
front of the building (that
means no parking by
the way)
Bright red fire
hydrant and propane pipe
Newly repaired exterior lights
Cleanly trimmed trees in front of
synagogue and absence of the
trimmed branches (a lot of
hauling away!)
Power washed front walls
Repaired storage shed in school
wing
Repaired wall in front courtyard
Filled cracks in front sidewalk

Then go inside and smile some
more as you see additional fixes:

The fresh paint in the sanctuary
near the Bema and lobby walls
above carpeted area
The repaired water damage in
the ceiling and emergency exit
signs near the offices
Replaced ceiling tiles
Quiet garbage disposal in
kitchen and sinks that drain well
and don’t leak
Freshly repainted blackboards in
many of the classrooms
Immaculate and organized coat
closet

Fresh paint in Room 10-11 (adjoining
sanctuary) and Room 9, the toddler
retreat
Repaired shelves in Room 1 and fixed
video wires
New door stops
in school wing
Repaired tables for
Social Hall

Dziengiel and Melody Magnus
(also the caulk queen); Phil Victor
and Steve Klein, electricians; Linda
Bergofsky & grandson; Don Street,
power wash king; and Karen
Eaton. If we left off a name, we
STILL really appreciate your
coming out and really appreciate
you!! Hope to see you and many
new faces next year!

Repaired door handles
Plus many other minor fixes here and
there. All the little things that need to
repaired over time.

We have more on the list that we will
work on over the next few months. If
you see problems with our synagogue
home, send an email to Barry Nove in
the office. Thanks to the
following people for giving
up their Sunday to
keep Oseh
beautiful and
enduring the
sweltering
heat. We save
more than
$5000 in professional repair fees
thanks to your generosity!
Breakfast and lunch was
generously donated and catered
by Chef Melody of the Magnus
Family. Many thanks for the
following wonderful members of our
Oseh family.
Dan Fox, master plumber; Michael, the
clipper, Becker, tree trimmer; Hilary
Becker, supreme organizer of the coat
closet; Gary Grimes; Jorge Moreno,
professional painter, and son; Lysie
Tarlow Sarantos, ?; Rich, the fixer,
Burger, repairs to walls, doorways and
more; Cindy and Matt Scilipeti, ??; Elie
Stowe and Jac Gentile, yellow curb
painters; Dov Isaac, the guy up high,
ceiling tiles; Cantor Charlie Bernhardt;
Lynne Gaynes Kaplan; the Magnificent
Paint Team of Heidi Rhodes, Sue
Berger, Elaine Povich and Kenny

Sunday Mornings
with Rabbi Heifetz
This year, Rabbi Heifetz will
teach two courses related to the
synagouge’s theme for the year,
“Have I Practiced Being Jewish
Today?” Both courses will occur
on Sunday mornings during Religious School, from 1010-11:30
AM, in the sanctuary.
The Torah of the Body: Breath,
Movement, Touch, Taste & Stillness
An ancient Jewish teaching considers the human body to be the
meeting ground between Heavens and Earth. According to this
insight and many voices within
our tradition, we can move toward achieving our purpose by
attending to our own physicality.
Participants in this class will
examine and discuss texts and
ideas that help us to undo the
often assumed opposition of
body and soul. We will explore
Jewish routes toward embodied
physical practices of eating,
meditation, exercise, sleep, fasting and more. We will use the
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From the Desk of Barry Nove
Is it really the High Holidays
already? I mean, at the end of
the summer the facility survived
through an earthquake and the
resulting hail of sprinkler heads
knocked loose throughout the
building, intermittent plagues of
darkness making our
maintenance man Jose’ wonder
those nights about that ancient
plague. Oh, lest I forget, the
hurricane and monsoon making
all our lives so cheery.
So now we’ve Religious School
in full gear, the preschool that
meets here - ABCKidstime - at
full capacity with little children
shouting when they see me, “Mr.
Barry! Mr. Barry!” We’ve also
had a new month to month
renter – IWO Church, which
began renting on Thursday and
Saturday nights in August.
In other words, of course, it’s
October and the High Holidays
are time for me to get ready to

celebrate my one year anniversary with
Oseh Shalom. Truthfully, there really is
never a dull day around here.
So, in keeping with the spirit of the
High Holidays, I’d like to wish you all a
hearty L’Shanah Tovah, and best
wishes for a sweet, healthy, and happy
New Year.
I’ve no doubt this next year will be as
full of surprises as the last...So, please
check out Oseh Shalom’s online
calendar, read the weekly eNews and
Oseh’s Facebook page, and join me
later this month for the Shabbat Iyyun
program on Friday, October 28th. I’ll be
doing a reading from the story about
my grandfather’s coming to America
that appears in the anthology, Winter
Harvest: Jewish Writers of St. Louis,
edited by noted author and Jewish
folklorist Howard Schwartz (published
in April and available on Amazon).
And join me Saturday, December 17,
for Oseh Shalom’s Lunch and Learn,
when I will speak about “Jews in

Science Fiction and Fantasy” – a
talk about the history of Jews in the
comics and Judaism found in
popular Sci Fi and Fantasy,
ranging from best sellers like Frank
Herbert’s Dune to lesser known
works like Diaspora, and, perhaps,
touch on some of my own flights of
fancy that have appeared in digital
print recently. I plan to bring copies
of the books I’ll be referencing,
including From Krakow to Krypton:
Jews in the Comics. I’ll also be
happy to share information about
the changing face of publishing
from the perspectives shared with
me by best selling genre authors
and new authors, struggling to get
published in the digital age.
L’Shanah Tovah,
Barry Nove
Facility & Office Manager
301-498-5151 extension 25
bnove@oseh-shalom.org

Sunday Mornings with Rabbi Heifetz (cont.)
book "God in Your Body: Kabbalah, Mindfulness and Embodied Spiritual Practice" by Jay Michaelson as a guide
text. Rabbi Heifetz will teach the class on four Sunday mornings, from 1010-11:30 AM.
Dates: Oct. 30, Nov. 6, 13, & 20
Judaism: the Path of Awareness
Within our tradition we find a deep calling to cultivate a sense of gratitude and awareness at every juncture in
our lives. For example, the Talmud urges us to recite at least 100 blessings every day in an effort to live with
great consciousness. We find similar messages and suggested practices in every area of Jewish daily living,
Shabbat celebration, holidays, life cycle observance and more. The class will explore some of the most relevant
aspects of Jewish life including ancient and modern techniques of meditation, prayer, personal ritual and more.
We will read and discuss the book "A Book of Life: Embracing Judaism as a Spiritual Practice" by Michael Strassfeld. Rabbi Heifetz will teach the class on six Sunday mornings, from 1010-11:30 AM.
Dates: February 5, 12 & 26, March 4, 11 & 18

Saturday, Dec 03 Departure from BWI to Tel Aviv via Philadelphia
Sunday, Dec 04

Shehechiyanu- Welcome to Israel!

Land at Ben Gurion airport, Shehechiyanu welcome ceremony, hotel check in, Dinner and Orientation
Dinner and overnight: Netanya (D)
Monday, Dec 05 Israel's Reflection of her History and Destiny
“Caesarea Experience”, meet characters from Caesarea's past, such as King Herod, Rabbi Akiva and Saladin. Usefiya- experience Druze hospitality and
lunch. Visit Mt. Arbel and Karnei Hittim. Boat Ride on Kinneret and fish dinner at Kibbutz Ein Gev. Evening program: Drumming with Bishara
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner & overnight: Kibbutz Guesthouse in North (B,L,D)
Tuesday, Dec 06 Higher and Higher- Exploring the North's Physical and Spiritual Heights
Explore Tzfat, synagogues & artists’ square & meeting with artist, Golan Heights, natural beauty & strategic advantage, historic sites & exciting Jeep
tour. Archeological digs around Tiberias. PM: Beit Shean Nights
Breakfast, Dinner & overnight: Kibbutz Guesthouse in North (B,D)
Wednesday, Dec 07

Gems of Israel's Past and Present

Tour the amazing archeological site of the city of Tzipori, Ein Shemer ecological greenhouse and co-existence project, Zichron Yaakov and winery,
Arrival to Jerusalem, Shehechiyanu, Walk on Old City walls
Kotel Tunnels- explore the amazing tunnel matrix below the Kotel.
Breakfast & overnight: Jerusalem Hotel (B)
Thursday, Dec 08

Holiness of History and the History of Holiness

Visit the City of David including Hezekiah's tunnel. Meet the staff of Ir Amim working on creating solutions for Israel that benefit all of her people.
Museum on the Seam or speaker on Progressive Activism in Israel (Rabbis for Human Rights, etc.), Israel Museum
Breakfast & overnight: Jerusalem Hotel (B)
Friday, Dec 09

The Heart and Soul of Jerusalem

Southern Wall Excavations- the most significant archaeological site in Israel, Davidson Center, Burnt House and Kotel, View Temple Mount and Al
Asqua Mosque, Machane Yehuda Market, Kabbalat Shabbat
Breakfast & overnight: Jerusalem Hotel (B)
Saturday, Dec 10 Shabbat- a Moment in Time and Space
Shabbat service options, Lunch with Reconstructionist Rabbinical students, IsraelExperts “The Changing Map of the Middle East” program, Seuda
Shlishit picnic in park, Havdalah, Free evening.
Breakfast, Lunch & overnight: Jerusalem Hotel (B,L)
Sunday, Dec 11

Digging the Past

Neot Kedumim - Biblical Landscape Reserve including lunch, archeological dig & cave crawl in Beit Guvrin
Qumran- Second Temple Period caves, where over 700 scrolls have been found. Dinner at hotel
Breakfast, Lunch & overnight: Dead Sea Hotel (B,L,D)
Monday, Dec 12 Desert Challenges Then and Now
Masada- climb or cable car up and extensive visit, Hike Ein Gedi desert oasis at Nachal David
Dead Sea swim & lunch, Bedouin Haflah (meal) and hospitality plus camel ride. Night Star Gazing
Breakfast, Lunch, Chafla dinner & overnight: Inbar Hotel, Arad (B,L,D)
Tuesday, Dec 13 Cornerstone Stories
Optional sunrise hike, Amatzia Caves – learn a story of rebellion, drive to Tel Aviv – Yafo, Walk through the Yafo and learn its many faces and understand the duel narrative of the ancient port city from both Jewish and Arab perspectives, Nahalat Binyamin arts and crafts fair, Beach time. Free evening
Breakfast & overnight: Tel Aviv Hotel (B)
Wednesday, Dec 14

Israel Today – Urban development, Peace Process & Innovation

Rehovot Shelanu- Tel Aviv urban participatory game, visit Rabin Square, Better Place- test-drive the first prototype of the Electric Car developed by
Better Place Israel, Closing Session & Final Dinner. Late PM flight.
Breakfast, Farewell dinner & late check out: Tel Aviv Hotel (B, D)
Thursday, Dec 15 Arrival to BWI
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Development
Dear Congregants:
Our synagogue theme this year is: Have I practiced being Jewish today? As
Reconstrutionist Jews who view Judaism as not only classic religious observance but
also as a revolving religious civilization, there are many opportunities to live our Jewish
values.
With the New Year upon us, one way to practice being Jewish is to contribute to
religious institutions that support and nurture our Jewish faith and heritage. Already
many of our members have made High Holiday contributions to Oseh Shalom. To these many
members we want to say thank you.
As a result of their generosity, we are close to meeting our New Year Appeal goal of
$12,000. Oseh Shalom depends on these funds for the on-going expenses and operation of the
synagogue.
Our objective, however, entails more than attaining or exceeding the monetary amount
allotted in the synagogue budget. It also involves reaching out to the entire congregation and
achieving a 100% synagogue-wide participatory level, even if each congregant contributes only a
minimum amount.
Please look upon this appeal as a welcome chance to “practice being Jewish today” and
help us achieve both our monetary and community participation targets. If it has not been your
custom to make a High Holiday donation, please consider starting a new Jewish “minhag”. If you
have contributed in the past, by all means continue to do so. And if you have already made a
contribution, again accept our thanks.
You can obtain a donation envelope in the synagogue office, or alternatively you can
make a contribution by going to the Oseh web site and clinking on Donations at the top of the
screen.
~Steve Kaplan
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Shabbat Iyyun
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Daily Practice
Rabbi Heifetz’s Upcoming Drashot
(Talks) for Erev Shabbat
on the topic: “Have I Practiced Being
Jewish Today?”
This year, Rabbi Heifetz will present a
series of drashot (talks) on Oseh
Shalom’s chosen theme for the year,
“Have I Practiced Being Jewish
Today?” Each talk will occur as part of
the regular 8 PM Erev Shabbat service
on Friday evenings. The drashot are
scheduled as follows:
October 21th: The Ethics of Speech
November 11th: Welcoming Children
November 25th : Bioethics, Genetic
Engineering & Physical Enhancement
February 10th: Community &
Individuality
February 17th: Tzedakah, Money &
Compassion
March 9th: Economic Justice
March 30th: Everyday Spirituality
May 18th: Sexual Ethics
June 8th: Food & Jewish Dietary
Practice
June 22nd: The Journey of Mourning

Please note that each one of these
talks will draw upon a wonderful set of
resources from the Reconstructionist
Rabbinical College (RRC). The RRC
Press and the Center for Jewish Ethics
(hosted at RRC) recently published a
series of ten volumes in a Guide to
Jewish Practice series, covering the
topics in my list above. I recommend
reading the books as well as attending
my talks. The books are available to
borrow from our Oseh Shalom library, or
you can purchase them from the RRC
Press (tel. #215-576-0800 ext. 129, or
online at http://www.rrc.edu/ethicscenter/publications/publications).

If you have good news to share, such as a
birth in the family, an engagement, a
wedding, a job promotion, awards received,
grandchild born, new job…
Please ee-mail all good news to
Carolyn Makovi for publication
in The Shalom.
Oseh.Shalom.Editor@gmail.com
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No More Fun for our Kids at Oseh??
For the last seven years, the Oseh Fun Committee has been run by two parents
who have had a great time making Oseh a fun place for our kids. Our goal was to
have our grown kids look back on their Oseh days as a great time, when they
made friends, enjoyed good food and felt great about being Jewish. In
complement with our wonderful rabbi and school, we sponsor a Simchat Torah
potlock and scavenger hunt, a Fall Fest and a Hanukkah party with lunch, games
and crafts, and a pasta dinner with Havdallah, we support the Howard County
Purim Festival and buy the ice cream for the end of year school party.
Our kids are grown and do have great memories. It's time for us to move on to
new Oseh activities. We have someone who will run the Simchat Torah Potluck
and Purim Carnival; we need a volunteer to run the Fall Fest, Hanukkah Party and
Pasta and Havdallah dinner. I'm happy to co-chair for one last year. I have
extensive notes on what to buy, the games already exist and are stored at Oseh,
we have a committee, we always get volunteers to help, we just need some
parents to step up and keep this going for the next generation of kids.
Will you take on just one of these events? It's not a huge time commitment.
Maybe 5 hours a year. And the returns in smiles from these wonderful kids is a
fantastic payment. If no one steps up, these events WILL END THIS YEAR.
Thinking about it? Want to talk? Call Melody at 240-506-2866 or 301-6222947 before 9 pm or email me at melmagnus@verizon.net.
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Gift Basket Volunteers!
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Todah Rabah to our Gift Basket Volunteers!
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Candle Lighting Times
Dates

Light Candles Havdalah

Parsha

Haftarah

September 30-October 1
Rosh HaShanah II
Shabbat Shuva

6:35 PM

Ha'azinu
Deuteronomy 32:1-52

Hosea 14:2-10, Micah 7:1820, Joel 2:15-27

8:03 PM

October 2
Tzom Gedaliah

Exodus 32:11-34:10

October 7-8
Yom Kipur

6:24 PM

October 12-13

6:16 PM

7:52PM

Leviticus 22:26-23:44, Num- I Kings 8:2-21
bers 29:12-16
6:13 PM

7:42 PM

Exodus 33:12-34:26, Numbers 29:23-28

October 16

Numbers 29:20-25

October 17

Numbers 29:23-28

October 18

Numbers 29:26-31

October 19
Sukkot VII
Hoshana Raba

Numbers 29:26-34

October 19- 20
Shmini Atzeret

Isaiah 57:14-58:14, Jonah
1:1-4:11, Micah 7:18-20

Leviticus 22:26-23:44, Num- Zechariah 14:1-21
bers 29:12-16

October 14
October 14-15

Leviticus 16:1-34, Numbers
29:7-11, Leviticus 1:18-30

6:06 PM

October 20-21

Ezekiel 38:18-39:16

Deuteronomy 14:22-16:17,
Numbers 29:35-30:1

I Kings 8:54-66

Deuteronomy 33:1-34:12,
Numbers 29:35-30:1

Joshua 1:1-18

October 21-22

6:03 PM

7:32 PM

Bereshit

Isaiah 42:5-43:10, Isaiah
42:5-42:21*

October 28-29
Rosh Chodesh Chesvan

5:54 PM

7:23 PM

Noach
Genesis 8:15-10:32, Num-

Isaiah 66:1-24

*The first haftarah is read by Ashkenazim, the second by Sephardim.
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Oneg Sponsors
October 7
Makovi family in honor of
Marty’s birthday
Ginsberg family in honor
of Robert’s birthday
Mina & Ernie Hilsenrath in
honor of birthday of grandson,
Zachary Arthur Russell
Leah & Patrick Young in
honor of their anniversary
Solomon family in honor
of Joseph’s birthday
Jackie & Eric Land in
honor of their anniversary
October 14
Stone family in honor of
George’s birthday
Bers family in honor of
Noah's & Joshua’s birthdays
Laura & Jody Kaplan in
honor of their mother Val’s
birthday
Margrit & Maurice
Assaraf in honor of their
anniversary
Maryrita Wieners in honor
of Dan Glaser’s birthday
Lynne Gaynes-Kaplan
and Steve Kaplan in honor of their
anniversary
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October 21
Salant family in honor of
Sandra’s birthday
Sue Robbins & Lou Spevack
in honor of Eve’s birthday
Roberta Sacks in honor of
her daughter, Risa Hildeton’s birthday
October 28
Litow family in honor of
Leon’s birthday
Ronnie Brown & Rachel
Goldberg in honor of Dan Fox’s
birthday
Menyuk family in honor of
Laura’s birthday
Finedore family in honor of
Paula’s birthday
Taub family in honor of
Larry’s birthday
Alan Seigel in honor of his
wife, Karen Lee
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Oneg Hosts
A BIG "Thank You" to all the hosts
who served, and especially to those
who volunteered out of turn to fill a
vacancy. Thank you all. Your service
to the Oseh Shalom Congregation is
deeply appreciated.
Lisa Karpf and Beryl Kramer
Volunteer Oneg Hosts Coordinators

July 1
Beth Souba, daughter
Hannah and son Benjamin; Lisa
Karpf

July 29
Marty & Susan Hoffman;
Elaine & James Firestone
August 5
Gary Gaines; Lisa Karpf;
Phyllis Palmer; Melody Magnus
August 12
Lynne Gaynes-Kaplan &
Steven Kaplan; Lisa Karpf
August 19
Suzie Friedman; Beth &
Andrew Friedman

September 9
Margie & Robert Ginsberg;
Tammy & Lee Goldberg
September 16
Heidi Rhodes; Don Street
September 23
Marla & Ken Singer; Ellen &
Mark Goldberg
September 30
Carrie & Jules Goodman

July 8
Tamara & Michael Fastman;
Paula & John Finedore

August 26
Judy Katz & Jeff Gilbert; Jean
& Bob Rosenberg

July 15
Paige & Robert Goodwin
July 22
Lynne & Steve Kaplan;
Shirley Dreifuss

September 2
Jill & Daniel Gabel; Sandra
Gordon-Salant & Steve Salant; Linda
Bergofsky

OSEH SHALOM SISTERHOOD CATERING
It doesn’t matter if you have 50 or 250 guests.
We Specialize In Delicious Kiddushim,
And We Will Customize Your Menu
To Your Specifications.
We Care, Because We Are A Part Of Your Shul!
To set up a Kiddush call Marilyn Riffkin 301-384-8667
THE
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JRF Update
News from
Chesapeake Region of
the Reconstructionist
Movement,
The Regional Council
of Chesapeake Region
has been busy
planning events for the
upcoming year, and we
are very excited to
share local, regional
and national events
with you, as we get
information, through
this newsletter. We
hope that many of you
will choose to
participate in national,
regional and local
programming this year,
because we are lucky
to be able to offer so
many diverse
programs including
educational programs,
concerts, Scholar
Weekends, musical
programs, networks to
share ideas, PEARL
calls, and of course our
Annual Celebration.
Please mark your
calendars for Sunday,
March 25th at 4:00
p.m. at Oseh Shalom
for this year's Annual
Celebration. Your
support of this year's
Annual celebration -through tribute journal
ads, donations, and
attendance, will be
more important than
ever as we transition
into our New
THE
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Reconstructionist
Movement. We are still
working out the details
of this year's Annual
Celebration, so stay
tuned to these monthly
newsletters for
information updates!
We also hope to have
a regional education
weekend including a
traveling scholar
beginning on Saturday,
January 21st and
continuing on Sunday,
January 22nd. This
program will be a
combination of a
master speaker and
workshops
accompanied by music
and celebration.
Please hold this date
on your calendar and
we will send more
information as soon as
we have it.
The body of this
newsletter includes an
update from our
Regional President,
John Riehl, an article
about being an adult
visitor at Camp JRF,
and updates on great
programs at our
congregations.
Please share other
upcoming programs
from your congregation
with me for future
newsletters.
Shana Tova! Best
wishes for a Happy,

Healthy, Productive
and Sweet New Year.
Shabbat Shalom!
Jackie Land,
Regional Director,
Chesapeake Region
301-490-0422
jland@jrf.org
Update from John
Riehl, Chesapeake
Regional President:
It’s been a quiet,
typical summer in the
Chesapeake Region.
All of our eight affiliates
are holding services,
planning for the New
Year, etc. Our
Regional council has
begun planning next
year’s Regional
activities.
Among the things
we’re planning:
A Traveling
Scholar’s Shabbaton/
Education Weekend
Our Annual
Celebration- The
proposed date is
March 25th, 2012.
We’ll be continuing
with our Rabbis’ and
presidents’ Networks,
and, perhaps, we’ll be
holding other special
events and programs.
“But wait!” I hear you
asking. “In April we
held a Plenum in
Philadelphia and voted
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JRF Update
to combine with the
Reconstructionist Rabbinical
college and form a single entity!
What’s going on! Isn’t JRF going
away?”

Regional President,
Chesapeake Region of JRF

The short answer is that, since
April, nothing has changed. A
Transition Task force, made up of
representatives from JRF, the RRA,
and RRC, has been formed. They
are gathering information and will,
at some point, make
recommendations to the newlyexpanded Board about what steps
we need to take to actually form the
new Jewish Reconstructionist
Movement. The first “face-to-face”
meeting of the new Board is
scheduled for late September, and
I’ll report to you on whatever comes
out of that meeting.

I was honored to be asked to join
the Board of Camp JRF this past
winter. I accepted because I heard
such wonderful reports from our
camp kids and because I hated my
own Jewish camp experience; it
was awful as a camper and even
worse as a counselor. Our summer
2011 Camp JRF Board meeting
was held at Camp JRF, which is
beautifully sited in the Poconos on
130 acres of wood land in South
Sterling, PA. Since I don’t have any
kids at camp this was my first
venture up there. Would the word
“AWESOME” convey how I felt
about my weekend there?

But JRF – and the Chesapeake
Region – are still alive and thriving.
Perhaps the clearest example of
this is last March’s Annual
Celebration.
Will this new year bring changes in
how the Reconstructionist
Movement is organized? Yes, But I
predict – and you can take this to
the Reconstructionist Bank – that
the Jewish Reconstructionist
Movement will grow even stronger
this year. And the Chesapeake
Region, which is already the most
cohesive of all of our regions, will
grow even closer and flourish
during this upcoming year.
Kein ye’hi ratzon!
L’shanah tovah, everyone!!
John Riehl
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Esther Miller's Visit to Camp JRF

What a wonderful welcoming
atmosphere. Staff and campers are
friendly, the food is really good
(best falafel ever) and, the RUACH
(spirit/energy) is palpable whether
you are in the dining hall, on the
trail, at services, talent shows,
activities, etc. What fun and what
fun watching others have fun! If I
had been a camper, my message
home would have read: "Having a
great time. I’m staying here.”
Outside of Israel, Camp JRF is the
one place to be unselfconsciously
Jewish as a matter of course. You
don’t have to do anything, you just
are and you it surrounds you in the
most comfortable way. This is
definitely the ultimate Jewish
(Continued on page 26)
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October Birthdays:
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
14

Anya Miller
Joseph Samowitz
Ann Wittik-Bravmann
Sam Azoulay
Rabbi Gary Fink
Julianna Magnus
Mary Maggin
Jill Booher
Irwin Goldstein
Anne Hilsenrath
Kara Kramer
Martin Makovi
Evan McRae
Halina Meson
Marilyn Wilder
Robert Ginsberg
Dylan Holzman
Lissa Friedman
Martin Levy
Neva Silverstein
Joshua Nachman
Michale Nathan
Geoffrey Berman
Wyatt Cook
Jonathan Levine
Phillip Meyerson
Eric Nathan
Joseph Solomon
Rich Thomas
Mark Dziengiel
Benjamin Kleinberg
Jamie LeRoy
Stephen Urman
Topaz Obler
Eric Simon
Alison Miller
Brooke Rankin
Joshua Bers
Noah Bers
Scott Holzman
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15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
17
17
18
19
19
19
20
20
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
23
23
24
24
24
25
25
27
27
28
28
28
29
29
29
30
30

Jason Firestone
Joshua Goldberg
Donna Greenwald
Valerie Kaplan
George Stone
Daniel Greenwald
Andrew Isaac
Alan Wilder
Kaila Friedman
Dan Glaser
Jessica Bird
Jonah Kanner
Bill Putman
Pat Young
Jules Goodman
Jean Schnurr
Steven Greenblat
Phyllis Palmer
Eve Robbins-Spevack
Michael Fleishman
Jamie Gabel
Sandra Gordon-Salant
Sara Shine
Alan Friedman
Phyllis Kramer
Robin Gilbert
Jacob Wasserman
Jeremy Weissenburger
Daniel Bernstein
Marlene Newman
Matthew Goldberg
Larry Taub
Leon Litow
Benjamin Maggin
Cindy Selber
Paula Finedore
Laura Menyuk
Zoe Sheppard
Dan Fox
Matthew Loeb

30
31
31
31

Michael Shugar
Cody Brick
Max Halpern
Haley Stav

Happy
Birthday!
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JRF Update
(Continued from page 24)

connection for anyone who goes to
camp.
I invite all who can, not only to send
your children to Camp JRF but, do
yourselves a favor spend a
Shabbat at Camp JRF; experience
it first-hand. Camp JRF is an
experience to be cherished and an
enterprise to be supported. I can
think of no better investment in our
own future. And, who knows,
maybe we’ll open an adult camp,
too!
Upcoming Events in Our
Congregations
October 22, 2011, New Klezmer
Quintet Concert, Mishkan Torah,
Greenbelt, MD
Join Mishkan Torah for a New
Klezmer Quintent concert on
Saturday, October 22, 2011 at 7:30
p.m. This concert is billed as
Klezmer fusion. The flyer is
attached. For more information
check Mishkan Torah's website at
www.mishkantorah.org or contact
Mishkan Torah at 301-474-4223.
Plan to attend this great concert.
Join The Oseh Shalom "Roots,
Rocks & Writings" Israel Tour
December 3-15, 2011
Experience the Land of Israel as
the ultimate guide to the Jewish
past, and the texts of our ancestors
as a guide to the Land. This trip is
perfect for first-time Israel travelers
and repeat visitors seeking to
deepen their experience of Jewish
history, texts and antiquities.
Trip highlights include, among
many others:
THE
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• Tour the archaeological site of
Tzipori, the founding place of postbiblical Judaism and the ‘ornament
of all the Galilee’.
• Walk the walls of Jerusalem and
experience the wonder of its many
ancient sites.
• Explore the mystical city of Tzfat
and learn of its importance in
Kabbalah and Jewish thought.
• Enjoy a jeep tour of the Golan
Heights, taste wines at one of
Israel’s best wineries, witness
efforts for Arab-Jewish coexistence,
experience Bedouin-style desert
hospitality, participate in a
Palestinian drumming workshop,
engage in unique and innovative
Shabbat worship opportunities, and
much more.
Contact:
Rabbi Doug Heifetz
RabbiHeifetz@oseh-shalom.org
Oseh Shalom
7515 Olive Branch Way
Laurel, MD 20707
www.oseh-shalom.org
Tel. # 301-498-5151
If you would like to publicize a
future event, please send it to me
by the 5th of each month.
Jackie Land, Chesapeake Regional
Director
The Reconstructionist Movement
jland@jrf.org
301-490-0422
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Yahrzeits
10/1/2011
10/1/2011
10/2/2011
10/3/2011
10/4/2011
10/5/2011
10/6/2011
10/6/2011
10/7/2011
10/7/2011
10/8/2011
10/8/2011
10/8/2011
10/9/2011
10/9/2011
10/9/2011
10/11/2011
10/11/2011
10/12/2011
10/12/2011
10/13/2011
10/13/2011
10/13/2011
10/16/2011
10/16/2011
10/16/2011
10/16/2011
10/16/2011
10/17/2011
10/18/2011
10/18/2011
10/20/2011
10/20/2011
10/21/2011
10/21/2011
10/22/2011
10/22/2011
10/22/2011
10/23/2011

Florence Meil, grandmother of Joanne Berger
Janet Posner, mother of Sharon Mills
Max Wilder, father of Alan Wilder
Anne Ginsberg, mother of Robert Ginsberg
Toby Cohen, mother of Risa Kipnis
*Gloria Lev, mother of Frances Makino
Florence Riaboy, mother of Carol Loeb
Evelyn Cohen, mother of Nancey Parker
Jacob Radman, stepfather of Bennett Friedman
Anne Shugar, mother of Michael Shugar
Ruth Rissman, mother of Julie Burns
Sam Horowitz, grandfather of Susan Levine
Beatrice Samowitz, mother of Len Samowitz
*Linda Talbott, daughter of Pauline Pivowar
*Sidney Schlossenberg, father of Ellis Schlossenberg
Martha Gudelsky, mother of Holly Stone
Anne L. Siere Busch, mother of Ty Busch
Teresa Cornell, mother of Michael Cornell
Rose Kreithen, mother of Renee Kreithen
Doris Rome, mother of Steve Rome
*Millie Markison, mother of Nancy Goldstein
* Light will be lit on Sanctuary Memorial Board.
Lillian Levan, aunt of Bob Levan
Miriam Diamond, grandmother of Cathy Weiss
Robert Clarke Booher, son of Jill and John Booher
*Robert Fishman, husband of Rose Fishman
Anna Butler, grandmother of Valerie Kaplan
*Jean Myers, mother of Carolyn Makovi
Philip Pokodner, father of Gary Pokodner
Elizabeth Levin, grandmother of Gary Gaines
Frieda Magnus, grandmother of Gary Magnus
*Hyman Eisenblatt, great uncle of Mark Pomerantz
*Helene Berz Bonnie, mother of Karen Bonnie Eaton
*Evelyn Klein, mother of Stephen Klein and grandmother of Kelly Benton-Klein
Sadie Kay, grandmother of Linda Bergofsky
*Malcom Neil Liebroder, cousinof Mark Pomerantz
Donald Posner, father of Sharon Mills
Lewis Goldman, grandfather of Amy Nees and great grandfather of Lia Nees
Jane Schimel, mother of Ronald Schimel
Albert Butler, father of Valerie Kaplan
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10/23/2011
10/24/2011
10/27/2011
10/29/2011
10/30/2011
10/31/2011
10/31/2011
10/31/2011
10/31/2011
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Dorothy Bluestein, mother of Barbara Rome
*Frances Braunstein, aunt of Stephen Schoenfeld
Ruth Springer, stepmother of Gail Schimel
Rita Pauline Lann, auntof Helen Lann
Regina Greenspon, mother of Susan Wilson
Elisa Friedman, niece of David Friedman
Leo Patrick Blair, father of Dennis Blair
Herb Cohen, stepfather of Andrew Friedman
Pavel Klichevski, grandfather of Lana Goldberg
Sonia Rosenblum, mother of Pauline Pivowar

October Anniversaries
6
8
8
9
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
18
18
19
20
20
22
24
24
26
29

Rochelle Newman & David Rossell
Tim Livengood & Gwyn Fireman
Pat & Leah Young
David & Betsy Adelman
Eric & Jackie Land
Marty & Jill Goozman
Marc & Laura Applestein
Edward Cheng & Tamar Eskin
Jeff Bernstein & Judy Chernoff
Buddy & Billie Roogow
Melvin & Laura Stern
Maurice & Margrit Assaraf
Lee & Tammy Goldberg
Steven & Ida Lenet
Matt & Cindy Scilipoti
Jeremy & Amy Weissenburger
Robert & Joanne Berger
James & Elaine Firestone
David & Elizabeth Leight
Wendy & Allan Steinhorn
David & Judy Swanner

Contributions
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Stan & Ruth Brodsky
In memory of Irving Brodsky
Michael Fastman
In memory of Tema Fastman
Stephen John Firko
Dan Glaser
In memory of Susanne Glaser, mother of Dan
Glaser
Steven & Nancey Parker
In memory of Ann Parker
Marilyn & Alan Wilder
In memory of Hilda Unger, beloved mother of
Marilyn Wilder
Building Fund
Maryrita Wieners & Dan Glaser
In memory of Charles F. Wieners, father of
Maryrita
Camp JRF Scholarship Fund
Steven & Nancey Parker
In memory of Ann Parker
Kol Haneshama: Yamin Nora’im / High Holy Days
Fund
Laura & Marc Applestein
In memory of Shiela Applestein, Stanley Krohn,
and Randy Siegmeister
Judy Arnoff
In memory of Irving & Zella Brenner
Margorie & Stephen Aug
Wilma & Robert Bass
Hilary & Michael Becker
Emily Blank
In honor of Annette Blank
Bella & Larry Clamage
Bonnie & Michael Cornell
Rose Fishman
Lynne Kaplan-Gaynes
In honor of Doris Kirschbaum
Lana & Stephen Goldberg
In memory of Pavel & Maria Klichevski, Irving &
Anna Appel
Stuart Greenbaum

Judith Katz & Jeffrey Gilbert
Elmina & Ernest Hilsenrath
Susan & Marty Hoffman
In memory of Irene Wolfe
Andrew Horvitz
Shawn & Louis Kramer
In memory of Manuel Kramer
Eric & Jackie Land
Susan & Norman Levine
In memory Sylvia Horowitz and Sarah & Leepo
Zalkind
Melody & Gary Magnus
Mary & David Marker
Diane & Irvin Miller
Carole & Robert Nathan
Diana & Richard Parson
In memory of Ben Parson, Joseph Mulitz, Lena
Mulitz, Abraham Parson, Anna Parson, Norman Parson,
Ida Moll, Bernard Chern, Gladys Chern Weinshank
John Riehl
Cindy & Matt Scilipoti
Ellis Schlossenberg
In memory of Anne, Mildred & Sidney Schlossenberg
Kay & Larry Taub
Robin & Richard Thomas
Julia & Jack Tossell
Sheila & Stephen Urman
Maryrita Wieners & Dan Glaser
Maryrita Wieners & Dan Glaser
In memory of John Stewart, uncle of Dan Glaser
Library Fund
Ruth Brodsky
In memory of Thelma Glaser
Green Fund
Holly & George Stone
In memory of Avrum Gudelsky
Music & Arts Fund
Ruth Brodsky
In memory of Raymond Glaser
Religious School Scholarship Fund
Gerson & Beryl Kramer
In memory of our beloved son, Arthur H. Kramer
Steven & Nancey Parker
In memory of Ann Parker

Holly & George Stone
In memory of Avrum Gudelsky
Torah Repair Fund
Steven & Nancey Parker
In memory of Ann Parker
Bryna & Howard Weiss
In memory of Irving & Rose Brodie
Yartzeit Fund
Jill & Marty Goozman
In memory of Morton Goldensohn, beloved fater of Jill Goozman
Martha Pomerantz
In memory of David Pomerantz
Stephen & Sheila Urman
In memory of Julius Urman
Sharon Stern Garden Fund
Holly & George Stone
In memory of Avrum Gudelsky
Community Services Fund (Social Action)
Ruth Brodsky
In Memory of Beatrice Brodsky
Steven & Nancey Parker
In memory of Ann Parker

General Donations
Anonymous
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Jewish Federation of Howard County
To all of the friends of Jewish Howard County!
A PERSONAL REPORT
I have taken a position as the Greater Washington Region Director for AIPAC. Most of you know and understand that my passion, besides my
family, is the Jewish people and our beloved Israel. I feel that without a strong and thriving Israel, the future of the Jewish people, in America
and around the world, is in trouble. My first day will be September 20.
It is my hope to make a greater difference for the State of Israel and thereby, for the Jewish people.
YOUR FEDERATION
It is my sincere hope, as we approach the new year, that you become more involved and more connected to the great Jewish community of
Howard County – and the Federation is one of the most important places to make this happen.
THE STAFF OF THE FEDERATION
An amazing team. All strong advocates for our Jewish community. Let them know that you want to be involved. Call them with ideas. Volunteer!!!
UPCOMING COMMUNITY EVENTS
The fabulous Red Tent Club begins on October 3rd and the speakers this year are absolutely fabulous. Join the great women of this community-wide group.
The annual Golf Tournament is on October 10. This year Phil Chenier will be our celebrity guest and we are playing at the beautiful Cattail
Creek Golf Club.
YOUR SUPPORT
Please know that we do the important work on your behalf, to keep Jewish Howard County safe and strong. Our mission is to build community; to be the link to our at-risk senior population; a place where teens can hang out with other teens from all over the county; a resource for
the great Jewish institutions that we have in Howard County; a place for women to gather, learn and grow together; in other words – a home
for everyone!
It is my hope that you will help support the work we do, for it is through the generosity of our donors that we can help a family living on the
edge, all the way to helping a young teen navigate the world as a young Jewish person.
WHY WE NEED YOU
Take a minute to view our new video about why it is important to make your federation a part of your annual giving.
VIEW THIS GREAT VIDEO
Please help support the work we do on your behalf and make your 2012 pledge/donation today!!!
It is as easy as clicking DONATE TODAY!
Even though I am saying shalom, I am also going to stay involved – as this is my home, this is my Jewish community!
Thanks for your support and for your generosity with wishes for a safe and peaceful new year!
Deborah
Deborah Adler | Executive Director | Jewish Federation of Howard County | JCC
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October Calendar
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November Calendar
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Oseh Shalom’s Mission Statement
Oseh Shalom is a vibrant, inclusive Reconstructionist
synagogue, with members throughout the BaltimoreWashington area, dedicated to providing a supportive
community for celebrating Jewish life through prayer, learning
and social action.

